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W

hen we approach others, we can
almost immediately tell how
they are feeling by their facial
expressions. Our ability to recognize how others are feeling
is key to communicating with
them because it gives us instructions for how to act. Emotional expression is used as our
cue to tell us how we should go about conversing with others
in order to receive reciprocal conversations. By simple observation, women seem to have a heightened sensitivity to others’ emotions and are also seen as demonstrating more intense
emotional expressions than men when portrayed in the media. Past researchers have noticed this unequal distribution of
emotional exhibition and competency. Completed questionnaires of both males and females imply a greater emotional
awareness in females than in males,1 which may contribute to
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higher levels of female emotional expression. Females have also been
shown to interpret emotions of others with more accuracy than males
when the subjects of interest are experiencing positive emotions,2 yet
there was no difference found between ability to detect negative emotion in males and females. While this finding suggests that emotional
accuracy may be best determined by the gender of the interpreter herself, another study suggests that there are certain features within only
some females that contribute to greater emotional recognition ability.
Women may be able to recognize emotion through others’ facial expressions more accurately when they are going through a specific stage
of menstruation.3 Since males do not menstruate, their entire gender
becomes null to these amplified effects. There are only certain periods
of time in which women menstruate, so at any given time a large number of females may also remain unaffected. However, this finding still
indicates an advantage for females over males in recognizing emotion.
Is there a natural quality or learned technique that contributes to
a person’s ability to recognize another person’s emotional state? Re25

